
Supply List for Fourth Grade 

2018-2019 

In fourth grade, students use both a cinch sack and a regular, large backpack. The cinch sack is 

used to carry their supplies when they change classes and needs to hold composition books, a 

homework folder and their pencil case. It can be any type of cinch sack, similar to ones given out 

for free at races/special events or it can be another similar sized bag. The cinch sack does need 

to hang on their chair without touching the floor. The large backpack is used to carry lunch,  

sneakers, snow gear in winter, a water bottle and homework back and forth to school.  

Please do not hesitate to email if you have questions.  

 

** indicates items NOT included in PTO School Supply Kit  

Please have all items labeled with your child's name.  

 

Organizers 

 **Large backpack or tote bag for carrying materials to and from school (no wheels) 

 **Cinch sack or small bag to carry materials from class to class-must be able to hold HW 

folder, composition books and zipper pouch with pencil supplies 

 Small zipper pouch to hold pencils, scissors, erasers, colored pencils, dry erase marker 

and sharpener (see supplies below) 

 **3 plastic folders with 3 hole punch metal fasteners/prongs. Roe's homeroom needs 3 

green; Charlebois' homeroom needs 3 blue; Charsky's homeroom needs 3 red. 

 One 1 inch binder for ELA with 5 dividers put in binder 

 

Writing Utensils 

 2 dozen #2 pencils-no mechanical! (only send in 4-6 at a time, keep the rest at home) 

 Colored Pencils -12 count 

 Four low odor black fine tip dry erase markers (only send in 1-2 at a time) 

 

Supplies 

 Scissors-5 inch 

 Pencil sharpener with "catcher'' for shavings 

 2 clear rolls of scotch-tape refills, 3/4 by 1000 inches 

 2 erasers and also pencil cap erasers 

 **Ear buds in a ziplock bag labeled with student's name (no large headphones please) 

 Ziplock quart size bags 

 

Paper Supplies 

 Five 100 page, wide ruled, black marbled composition notebooks (1-science, 1-social 

studies, 2-ELA, 1-Math) 

 

Any questions? Contact Scott Charlebois at scharlebois@schodack.k12.ny.us, Amy McGarvey-

Roe at amcgarvey-roe@schodack.k12.ny.us or Christine Charsky at 

ccharsky@schodack.k12.ny.us.  
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